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Abstract

Modern applications requiring spatial network processing pose several interesting query
optimization challenges. Spatial networks are usually represented as graphs, and therefore,
queries involving a spatial network can be executed by using the corresponding graph repre-
sentation. This means that the cost for executing a query is determined by graph properties
such as the graph order and size (i.e., number of nodes and edges) and other graph parame-
ters. In this paper, we present novel methods to estimate the number of nodes and edges in
regions of interest in spatial networks, towards predicting the space and time requirements
for range queries. The methods are evaluated by using real-life and synthetic data sets.
Experimental results show that the number of nodes and edges can be estimated efficiently
and accurately, with relatively small space requirements, thus providing useful information
to the query optimizer.

Keywords: spatial networks, selectivity estimation, query optimization

1 Introduction

Spatial networks can be represented as graphs, where road segments are represented by graph
edges and crossroads (and other points of interest) are represented by graph vertices. Depending
on the application, such a graph may be weighted, directed or undirected. This way, any spatial
query on the original network can be executed on the underlying graph G. Evidently, the
performance of such queries depends on the number of nodes and edges found in the region of
interest, which defines a subgraph of G, as well as on the number of objects lying on the edges.

Several query processing techniques have been proposed for fundamental query types in
spatial networks, such as range and k-nearest-neighbors [11, 15, 17]. However, when such queries
are combined, appropriate query optimization techniques are necessary to increase efficiency.
Therefore, estimations on factors affecting the performance of such queries are crucial for query
optimization purposes. More specifically, the number of vertices and edges contained in a specific
region, is an indication of the required computational time required to store the corresponding
subgraph, as well as the time required to execute queries.

This paper is a first effort towards a comprehensive study in estimating the number of
vertices and edges contained in a region of a spatial network. This region of interest is defined
by a starting vertex v0 and a network-based distance e. The goal is to estimate the number of
nodes and edges contained in the region of interest as accurately as possible. Such an estimation
is useful in several cases such as:
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• In location-based services, it is important to predict the trajectory of a moving object [4],
taking into account that the motion is not predefined (e.g., a bus). The estimated number
of junctions and street segments that a vehicle may visit provides significant help towards
this direction, since they provide an indication regarding the size of uncertain region.

• By using the estimated number of nodes and edges combined with information regarding
the current positions of moving objects one can estimate the number of objects lying in a
particular distance from a query object. This information can be used for query optimiza-
tion purposes in spatiotemporal query processing, since it may be used for estimating the
selectivity of range and k-NN queries as well as estimating the I/O cost of the query.

• In some spatiotemporal applications, there is a need for continuous evaluation of queries.
As an example, consider a moving object for which we need to continuously monitor the
set of objects residing within a specific distance from the query object. Our methods may
be applied in such cases towards estimating the size of the result for each timestamp.

In this respect, several different directions are examined, each one with different requirements
and estimation accuracy. The examined methods are: (i) a simple method based on multidimen-
sional scaling, (ii) an estimation with global parameters, (iii) a local estimation using densities
or kernels, and (iv) an estimation with binary encoding techniques.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related work and
specify our contributions. In Section 3, we formulate the problem and present the estimation
methods in detail. Section 4 contains the performance evaluation and related experimental
results. Section 5 presents a discussion for applications of the proposed methods, whereas
Section 6 concludes our work.

2 Related Work and Contribution

Selectivity estimation has been examined in the past with respect to spatial or spatiotemporal
queries. Below, we briefly present some fundamental work in the area.

In [26], the authors examine the performance of range queries in R-trees and variants. More
specifically, estimation formulae have been proposed for the number of disk accesses using global
parameters and local densities. Selectivity estimation for spatial joins has been studied in
[5], where the authors provide efficient methods with relative errors below 30%. In [9] the
authors propose two approaches for the selectivity estimation of spatiotemporal queries: a simple
histogram approach and an index-based estimator. The Power-Method [25] provides accurate
estimations for such queries by using a simple formula with minimal computational cost, small
space requirements and average relative error rate below 20%. In [1] the authors propose a
selectivity estimation method with low relative estimation error (about 10%) for spatial queries
using specific global parameters formulae based on Hausdorff fractal dimension.

The concept of local density has been studied extensively in general and spatial data sets,
but not in combination with spatial networks. In the bibliography, one can find a plethora
of density estimation proposals. In this direction, an important method is the Kernel Density
Estimation Method and its variants [10, 24]. Kernel Density Estimators are used in many
application domains such as clustering [13, 18], outlier detection [23], and visualization [19].
Moreover, several variations of kernel density estimations and smoothing have been proposed in
[12, 30].

The basic limitation of the previous approaches is that they are restricted to Euclidean spaces
only. Our contribution is the presentation of efficient methods for spatial query estimation for
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spatial networks assuming non-Euclidean spaces. More specifically, we introduce and evaluate
three novel estimation methods:

Global Parameters Estimation Method: which is based on global parameters (see Section
3.3).

Local Densities Estimation Method: which extends the previous method by using local
density factors (see Section 3.4). We present a new computational model of local node
densities in Section 3.4.1, as well as an alternative approach by applying the well-known
Gaussian Kernel Densities Estimators in Section 3.4.2.

Binary Encoding Estimation Method: which uses specific graph transformations, a spe-
cific binary encoding technique and a formula with only binary and basic register operations
for calculations (Section 3.5).

In addition to the these three methods, a simple solution based on multidimensional scaling
is also evaluated. The advantage of this approach is that it can exploit previous results for the
selectivity estimation of multidimensional objects using the Euclidean distance.

A preliminary version of this work appears in [28] where we have presented the basic esti-
mation methods. The current version is more complete and in summary the new material is
described as follows:

• the multidimensional scaling method is included for comparison purposes,

• a more thorough theoretical analysis is performed and proofs of fundamental theoretical
results are given,

• estimation of the number of edges contained in the region of interest is given (in addition
to the estimation of the number of nodes),

• a discussion regarding the exploitation of the results by the query optimizer for range and
k-NN processing is included, studying selectivity estimation issues and processing cost
with respect to the number of I/O operations required,

• a more thorough experimental evaluation is carried out.

3 Estimation Approaches

In this section, we define the problem and present the proposed methods aiming at effective
estimation solutions. Table 1 contains the basic symbols used.

3.1 Problem Definition

Let G(VG, EG) be a connected weighted graph where VG and EG is the set of nodes and edges
respectively. The distance measure d(v, u) denotes the shortest path distance between nodes v
and u. Given a specific starting node v0 ∈ VG, and a desired distance e, we are interested in
determining two estimators, Ñ(v0, e) and Ẽ(v0, e), for the total number of nodes and edges that
can be reached from v0 within a distance less than or equal to e. The starting vertex v0 and the
distance e define the region of interest. It is assumed that an edge is counted if and only if it is
fully contained in the region of interest. The estimators are formally defined as follows:
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Symbol Description
G an undirected graph
VG set of nodes of graph G

EG set of edges of graph G

|VG| number of nodes of graph G

|EG| number of edges of graph G

v0 selected starting node
e query distance
d(vi, vj) network distance between nodes vi, vj

DG diameter of G, DG = max(d(vi, vj),∀vi, vj ∈ VG))
deg(vi) degree of node vi

w(vi, vj) weight of the edge connecting nodes vi and vj

w average edge weight
deg average node degree
N(v0, e) exact number of nodes within distance e from v0

E(v0, e) exact number of edges within distance e from v0

Ñ(v0, e) estimation of N(v0, e)
Ẽ(v0, e) estimation of E(v0, e)

Table 1: Frequently used symbols.

Figure 1: A simple road network example.

N(v0, e) = |{v ∈ VG : d(v, v0) ≤ e}|
E(v0, e) = |{(vi, vj) ∈ EG : min(d(vi, v0), d(vj , v0)) + w(vi, vj) ≤ e}|

Figure 1 depicts an example of a spatial network represented by a weighted graph. The
starting position of the car is node v0 = M . Table 2 presents the number of reachable nodes
and edges from node M within the distances e = 0, 1, 2, ..., 10. We observe that as the value
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e N(v0, e) Nodes E(v0, e) Edges

0,1,2,3 1 M 0 —

4 3 M,N,H 2 MH,MN

5,6 4 M,N,H,L 3 MH,MN,ML

7 8 M,N,H,L,Q,O,K,C 7 MH,MN,ML,MQ,HC,NO,KL

8 9 M,N,H,L,Q,O,K,C,I 9 MH,MN,ML,MQ,HC,NO,KL,HI,NI

9 11 M,N,H,L,Q,O,K,C,I,G,P 12 MH,MN,ML,MQ,HC,NO,KL,HI,NI,HG,LG,PQ

10 11 M,N,H,L,Q,O,K,C,I,G,P 13 MH,MN,ML,MQ,HC,NO,KL,HI,NI,HG,LG,PQ,LQ

Table 2: Reachable nodes and edges within distance e from node M .

of e increases, the number of nodes and edges contained in the region of interest also increases
(as expected). The challenge is to derive estimators Ñ(v0, e) and Ẽ(v0, e) to effectively estimate
N(v0, e) and E(v0, e) by avoiding the execution of graph processing algorithms (e.g., network
expansion or Dijkstra-like processing).

3.2 Estimation Based on Multidimensional Scaling

A simple approach that can be applied is to transform the corresponding graph in the Euclidean
space, since several tools have been proposed in the literature for estimating the number of
points contained in a region. Thus, as a first approach along this line, we use the Classical
Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) [2, 3, 20].

MDS comprises a set of tools that can transform data objects from a non-Euclidean space
to an Euclidean space, allowing effective visualization. MDS can also produce representations
of data objects in a low dimensional space (dimensionality reduction), which is frequently de-
sirable. Due to dimension reduction, approximation quality may be reduced, and there are
several adjustable proposed functions [2, 14, 31, 29], yielding the optimal arrangement towards
minimum loss of distance preservation (loss functions).

The raw data of an MDS analysis are typically the dissimilarity values between the objects in
the original space, which have been calculated by using a specific distance measure. The result
of an MDS analysis is a spatial configuration in which all objects are represented as points into
the n-dimensional Euclidean space (<n), which are arranged in such a way, that their Euclidean
distances correspond to the original dissimilarities and approximate their distance values in the
original space.

Let p denote the number of objects for which the pairwise dissimilarities are available in
the p × p matrix P . The result of MDS is contained in a coordinate matrix S of size p × n
(n < p), which represents the corresponding points into the Euclidean space (<n). The number
of dimensions (n) in the final Euclidean space is defined by the positive eigenvalues of a produced
matrix. Therefore, n is a specific constant number that defines the maximum number of required
dimensions, which can reproduce the original space without significant loss of quality. The
following steps involve some linear algebra and summarize the algorithm of classical MDS (more
details can be found in [2]):

• Compute the matrix of squared proximities P (2) = [x2
ij ].

• Compute the matrix B = −1
2JP (2)J using the matrix J = I − 1

pU , where I is the unitary
matrix, p is the number of objects and U is the matrix which has all of its values equal to
1. This step is also called double centering.
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Algorithm MDS-CreateDensityMatrix(G,VG, k, c)

1. Apply the classical MDS transformation on G: G
TMDS−→ S ⊆ <n.

2. Select k (where 2 ≤ k ≤ n) from the n returned dimensions of S, based on the k largest eigenvalues.
3. Construct the estimation subset S̃ ⊆ S on <k, with the selected dimensions.
4. Construct the hyper-rectangle H that encloses S̃ using the global minimum and maximum

coordinates: minxi = min{vxi, v ∈ VG} and maxxi = max{vxi, v ∈ VG}, where i = 1, ..., k.
5. Apply the hyper-grid C on the hyper-rectangle H.
6. Compute the grid cell sizes in each dimension: dxi = maxxi−minxi

c , for c a desired number.
7. For each cell C(i1, ..., ik), where 1 ≤ i1, ..., ik ≤ c, store the number of contained points

in CD(i1, ..., ik).

Figure 2: Outline of MDS preprocessing algorithm.

• Extract the n largest positive eigenvalues λ1, ..., λn of B and the corresponding n eigen-
vectors e1, ..., en.

• Compute and return the final coordinate matrix S = EnL
(1/2)
n , where En is the matrix of

the n eigenvectors and L
(1/2)
n is the diagonal matrix of the square roots of the n eigenvalues

of B, respectively.

Often, it is desirable to select a smaller number of dimensions k < n. Apparently, the fewer
dimensions we select during dimensionality reduction, the less the distance preservation achieved.
The set of dimensions is always selected according to the largest eigenvalues.

3.2.1 The MDS-based Method

In MDS-Grid method we apply the classical MDS transformation, where the raw data P are
arranged by the coordinates of the nodes of the original network G. On the resulted coordinate
matrix S, which has p points with n-coordinates, we perform dimensional reduction by taking
the first k < n coordinates (which correspond to the k-largest eigenvalues) into a new matrix S̃.

In the sequel, by TMDS we denote the classical MDS transformation: G
TMDS−→ S ⊆ <n.

After building the final point-set S̃ in the Euclidean space <k with the appropriate number
of dimensions k, we can apply any method for the Euclidean e-range estimations on S̃. Here, we
follow a simple histogram-based technique and apply a k-dimensional hyper-grid C, splitting the
space S into ck equal-sized hyper-rectangle cells C(i1, i2, ..., ik) (where 1 ≤ i1, i2, ..., ik ≤ c, where
c is a desired number of cells in each dimension), and computing their corresponding densities
by counting all contained node-points. Then, we keep all these cell densities in a k-dimensional
matrix CD to subsequently compute the total number of existing nodes in the desired e-range
regions. The preprocessing algorithm for building the cell densities matrix is depicted in Figure
2.

After the construction of the CD matrix, we can estimate the number of nodes N(v0, e) in
an e-range region of a node v0 of G, using the densities of the cells lying in the hyper-spherical
e-range region of the point v′0 = TMDS(v0) of S̃ (see Figure 3). For this estimation, we apply
the algorithm of Figure 4. Note that the under- and over-estimation steps scan only the cells of
the hyper-grid H, where the minimum bounded hyper-rectangle (MBR) of the hyper-sphere A′
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Figure 3: Estimation with the MDS-Grid method.

lies. Based on the algorithm of Figure 4, the node estimation formula has as follows:

Ñ(v0, e) = 1
2 ·

(∑
C(i1,i2,...,ik)⊂A′ CD(i1, i2, ..., ik) +

∑
C(i1,i2,...,ik)∩A′ 6=∅CD(i1, i2, ..., ik)

)
(1)

or equivalently:

Ñ(v0, e) =
∑

C(i1,i2,...,ik)⊂A′ CD(i1, i2, ..., ik) + 1
2 ·

∑
C(i1,i2,...,ik)∩A′ 6=∅
∧C(i1,i2,...,ik)*A′

CD(i1, i2, ..., ik) (2)

Algorithm MDS-NodesEstimation(v0, e)

1. Find the corresponding node-point of v0 on S̃: v′0 = TMDS(v0).
2. Define the hyper-sphere A′ with center v′0 and radius e (Figure 3).
3. Estimate the number of node-points N(v′0, e) in A′ as follows:
4. (a) underestimate N(v′0, e) by summing the densities of the cells that lie in A′: N̂(v′0, e).
5. (b) overestimate N(v′0, e) by summing the densities of the cells that lie in or intersect A′: Ň(v′0, e).
6. (c) compute the average value: Ñ(v′0, e) = N̂(v′0,e)+Ň(v′0,e)

2 .
7. Return Ñ(v′0, e)

Figure 4: Outline of MDS node estimation algorithm.

In Equation 2, the node estimation is performed by summing all cell densities of the cells
that are included into the volume of the hyper-sphere A′, and by summing the half of the cell
densities of all the cells that intersect A′. Therefore, the intersection parts are counted as the
50% of the cells. If we calculate the intersection volume and we include their percentages into
Equation 2, we could perform a better estimation. However, in that case, the calculation of all
intersection parts will significantly increase the computational time of the algorithm in Figure
4, as the cost of this calculation is more expensive.

3.2.2 Time, Space and Preprocessing Requirements

The storage requirements of the MDS-Grid method comprise the required space for (a) the final
k coordinates of all nodes after the MDS transformation, plus (b) the cell densities matrix.
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Apparently, the required space is O
(
k · |VG|+ ck

)
. This amount depends on the values of k and

c, which can be modified accordingly. All these data can be kept in main memory.
The required time for the computation of the estimator Ñ(v0, e) is the time for scanning the

cells of the hyper-grid H, in which the minimum bounded hyper-rectangle (MBR) of the hyper-
sphere A′ lies. This time equals: d 2e

dx1
e · d 2e

dx2
e · ... · d 2e

dxk
e according to Formulae (1-2). Therefore,

the total time cost for the estimation equals to: O
(∏

i=1,...,k

⌈
2e
dxi

⌉)
. A significant observation

is that the estimation time depends on the selection of the distance e and the parameters c and
k (since these parameters affect the cell dimensions dxi).

The total preprocessing cost includes:

• the time for the MDS transformation, which is an O(|VG|3) time, since MDS performs
array multiplications of size O(|VG|2) on the dissimilarity matrix of all nodes, as well as
other less costly operations (e.g., finding eigenvalues, etc.), plus

• the time for the construction of S̃ by selecting the k coordinates, which is an O(k · |VG|)
time, plus

• the time for the construction of the hyper-grid H by finding the global minimum and
maximum coordinates, which is an O(k · |VG|) time, plus

• the time for the initialization and construction of the cell densities matrix, which is an
O(ck) time, plus finally

• the time to compute the cell densities by scanning all node-points on H, which is an
O(|VG|) time.

Summing up, we have an O(|VG|3 + k · |VG|+ k · |VG|+ ck + |VG|) = O(|VG|3 + ck) preprocessing
cost.

3.2.3 Disadvantages of the MDS-Grid Based Approach

The MDS-Grid method has several disadvantages, which can turn this approach inapplicable
for estimation purposes in a spatial network:

• it can be used only for node estimations but not for edge estimations, due to the nature
of the transformation process.

• it can not be used for very large graphs due to the high time and space and preprocessing
requirements: O(|VG|3 + ck) time and O(|VG|2) space (the dissimilarity matrix and all
intermediate matrices need quadratic space).

• it requires a significant amount of space: O
(
k · |VG|+ ck

)
, i.e., the required space grows

exponentially by increasing the number of dimensions k.

• the estimation time grows exponentially as this radius grows. Moreover, by increasing
the number of dimensions k or the number of grid cells c, the estimation time grows
significantly for large values of e.

Based on the previous observations, the MDS-Grid method may fail for the node estimation
problem, as there is a necessity for good estimation accuracy with low time and space require-
ments. Evidently, there is a need to develop estimation methods with the following desirable
properties:
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• support of both node and edge estimations,

• reduced estimation time,

• reduced space and preprocessing requirements, and

• satisfactory estimation accuracy.

3.3 Global Parameters Estimation Method

In this method, the estimation formulae Ñ(v0, e) and Ẽ(v0, e) are based on two global graph
parameters: the average edge weight w and the average node degree deg. These parameters are
formally defined as follows:

w =
1

|EG|
∑

w(vi, vj)

deg =
1
|VG|

∑

i

deg(vi) =
2|EG|
|VG|

where w(vi, vj) is the weight associated to the edge connecting nodes vi and vj and deg(vi) is
the degree of node vi.

The Global Parameters Estimation method is based on simple formulae for the estimated
number of nodes and edges and requires only the global parameters w and deg:

Ñ(v0, e) = Ñ(e) = deg
2 · e

w ·
(

e
w + 1

)
+ 1 (3)

Ẽ(v0, e) = Ẽ(e) = deg · e2

w2 (4)

3.3.1 Derivation of the Proposed Formulae

In order for the Global method to be effective regarding estimation accuracy, it should be applied
in special types of graphs, obeying some specific properties. These graphs are termed regular
uniform graphs and they are formally defined as follows:

Definition 3.1. A connected graph G is called regular uniform (RU graph) if the following
properties hold: (i) all nodes have the same degree, (ii) all edge weights are identical, and (iii)
If we select a random node v and gradually increase the distance around v by multiples of the
constant edge weight, the number of new reachable nodes increases by following an arithmetic
growth.

An infinite RU graph is an RU graph with infinite number of nodes and edges. Although
infinite graphs do not appear in real-life applications, they are used as mathematical tools to
investigate some properties of the Global estimation method. Using the previous definition, an
RU graph can be constructed by the following process:

• We add a starting central node vc.

• We add n new nodes around vc, where n is equal to the constant node degree of the RU
graph, and we connect these nodes with vc. These nodes are the level-1 nodes.
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• We add 2 · n new nodes (the level-2 nodes) around the level-1 nodes and we connect them
with the level-1 nodes, such that all level-1 nodes to have degree n (“completed” nodes).
We can also make connections between nodes of the same level.

• We repeat the previous step to construct the next level nodes (level-3 has 3 · n nodes,
level-4 has 4 · n nodes etc.)

• We continue to infinity to create an infinite RU graph or we can stop at any level to create
a finite RU graph.

• All generated edges are assigned the same weight.

Evidently, in a finite RU graph, the degree of the last level nodes may be less than n. Figure
5 presents the level-3 expanded finite RU graphs varying the node degrees from 2 to 10 using
the above methodology. On several real spatial networks there are many graph parts that are
isomorphic to finite RU graphs (expanded at low levels), and this the reason we have chosen
this graph family for our estimations. For example, many real city road networks have a lot
of square blocks, thus there are many graph parts that are isomorphic to “square-like” parts
(upper-right graph of Figure 5).

Lemma 3.1. Let H∞ be an infinite RU graph, where all node degrees are equal to a positive
integer number deg and all edge weights are equal to a positive real number w. Then, for any
random selected node v0 ∈ H∞, the exact number of nodes N(v0, e) lying in the range region of
v0 within a network distance e ≥ 0 (which is a multiple of w), is:

N(v0, e) = N(e) =
deg

2
· e

w
·
( e

w
+ 1

)
+ 1

Proof. Since H∞ is an infinite RU graph, the exact number of nodes N(v0, e) does not depend
on the selection of v0, and depends only on the distance e, thus: N(v0, e) = N(e).

Since the distance e is a multiple of w, we have: e = k · w where k is a positive integer
number or zero. Following the above mentioned construction procedure and using the property
of the arithmetical progress increase (which is based on), we have for the number of nodes N(e)
the following results:

• for e = 0w = 0: N(e) = 1 (the node v0 only).

• for e = 1 · w = w: N(e) = 1 + deg (the node v0 plus the deg nodes of Level-1).

• for e = 2 ·w: N(e) = 1 + deg + 2 · deg (the node v0 plus the deg nodes of Level-1 and the
2 · deg nodes of level-2), etc.

Therefore, using induction we derive the following result for e = kw:

N(e) = 1 + deg + 2 · deg + 3 · deg + ... + k · deg

= deg · (1 + 2 + 3 + ... + k) + 1 = deg · k(k + 1)
2

+ 1 =
deg

2
· k(k + 1) + 1

As k = e
w , we finally have:

N(e) =
deg

2
· e

w
·
( e

w
+ 1

)
+ 1
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Figure 5: RU graphs with degrees 2-10, expanded to level-3.

Regarding edge estimation, again the number of edges contained in the region of interest does
not depend on the starting vertex v0, and depends only on the selected distance e. Therefore,
E(v0, e) = E(e). The problem with edge estimation is that the number of estimated edges
coincides with the true number of edges in the region of interest only when deg = 4. In other
words, the arithmetic growth in the number of edges is not generally satisfied. More specifically,
for e = 0 · w, 1 · w, 2 · w, 3 · w..., k · w we have 0, deg, 3 · deg, 5 · deg, ..., (2k − 1) · deg new edges
respectively from each level, thus for e = kw we have:

E(e) = 0 + deg + 3 · deg + 5 · deg + ... + (2k − 1)deg =

= deg · [1 + 3 + 5 + ... + (2k − 1)] = deg · k2 = deg · e2

w2

The above formula can be used for edge estimation as long as the degree of the RU graph is
near 4. For arbitrary values the edge estimator will not provide accurate results.
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To apply the derived formulae in arbitrary graphs, we must relax two basic assumptions used
so far: (i) the infinity assumption, and (ii) the global equality of edge weights and node degrees.
The following lemma describes the case of a finite RU graph. As it has been noted before, this
type of graph is an RU graph, except from the fact that nodes of the last level does not satisfy
the assumption that all node degrees are equal.

Lemma 3.2. Let H be a finite RU graph with node degrees equal to a positive integer deg (except
probably the last level nodes) and edge weights equal to a positive real w. Moreover, let HC denote
the central region of H, which is defined by its central node vc (the starting central node of its
construction procedure) and a network distance equal to DH/4 (where DH is the diameter of the
graph H). Then, for any region R which is defined by a randomly selected starting node v0 from
the region HC and a network distance 0 ≤ e ≤ DH/4, the numbers of nodes N(v0, e) and edges
E(v0, e) contained in the region R, are independent of the selection of v0, but depend only on
the selection of e. Thus:

N(v0, e) = N(e), E(v0, e) = E(e), ∀v0 ∈ HC , ∀e : 0 ≤ e ≤ DH/4

Proof. H is a finite RU graph, thus it is isomorphic to a symmetrical graph constructed with
the above presented methodology, starting from the central node vc and expanded till a specific
level. Let n be the last expanded level of H which contains its ”border” nodes. Then, assuming
the network distance d(), all shortest paths from vc to any node of the last level have length
equal to: RH = n · w. This constant distance RH is the radius of the graph H. Therefore, the
diameter DH of the graph H is the constant distance: DH = 2n · w.

The central region HC of H contains all reachable nodes and edges from vc within a network
distance: DH/4 = 2n·w

4 = n
2 · w. Therefore it is also a finite RU graph with the same central

node vc and expanded till the bn
2 c level. Thus, if v0 is a randomly selected starting node from

the region HC , it lies into a specific expansion level k of HC with: 0 ≤ k ≤ bn
2 c. Moreover, the

network distance between the nodes v0 and vc satisfies the inequality:

0 ≤ d(v0, vc) ≤ bn
2
c · w

Now, the region R contains all reachable nodes and edges from v0 within a network distance:
DH/4 = n

2 ·w. Due to the ”uniformity” attribute of the whole graph, R is also a finite RU graph
with central node v0 and expanded till its bn

2 c level. Thus, if v is a randomly selected node from
the region R, it must lies into a specific expansion level m of R where: 0 ≤ m ≤ bn

2 c. Moreover,
the network distance between the nodes v and v0 must satisfy the inequality:

0 ≤ d(v, v0) ≤ bn
2
c · w

Therefore, using the triangular inequality which holds for the network distance metric and
the previous inequalities we take:

0 ≤ d(vc, v) ≤ d(vc, v0) + d(v0, v) ≤ bn
2
c · w + bn

2
c · w ≤ 2 · n

2
· w ≤ RH

As the node v can be any node of the region R, the whole region R lies into the graph H so it
keeps the ”uniformity” attribute, thus: N(v0, e) = N(e), E(v0, e) = E(e), and the lemma has
been proved.

Therefore, by combining Lemmas 3.1-3.2, for any finite RU graph H with diameter DH and
central region HC (defined by its central node vc and a network distance equal to DH/4), the
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number of reachable nodes N(v0, e) and edges E(v0, e) from a node v0 ∈ HC within a network
distance 0 ≤ e ≤ DG/4, remain the same. Thus, the same derived formulae can be used for
estimations in finite RU graphs if we follow the mentioned restrictions for the parameters v0 and
e.

In the previous, we have examined the cases of infinite RU graphs and finite RU graphs
with equal node degrees and edge weights. Now, if we relax this ”regularity” attribute, we can
still use the same formulae for estimations, after substituting the constants deg and w with
the average degree deg and the average weight w, respectively. Thus, we can use the formulae
(3-4) for estimations on general graphs. The usage of these average values into the formulae
can lead to efficient estimation results, if the node degrees and edge weights distributions do
not significantly deviate from these averages. However, in case of large deviations for a large
number of nodes and edges, these formulae may produce significant errors, as it is confirmed in
the experimental results.

Definition 3.2. A connected graph G is called almost regular uniform (ARU graph) if the
following conditions are satisfied: (i) all graph edge weights are lying in the interval [(1−a)w, (1+
a)w], where a is a small positive real (e.g., 0 < a < 0.2), (ii) all graph node degrees are integers
in the interval: [bdegc − 1, ddege+ 1], and (iii) the same as in the previous definition.

Theorem 3.3. Let G be an almost regular uniform spatial network, and also let:

1. the selected starting node v0 to belong in a region of G defined by its central node vc (at
this point, as central node we define the median node of the shortest path with length DG,
where DG is the diameter of the graph), and a network distance equal to DG

4 , and

2. the desired range distance e to lie in the interval [0, DG
4 ].

Then, the estimator for the number of nodes N(v0, e):

Ñ(v0, e) = Ñ(e) =
deg

2
· e

w
·
( e

w
+ 1

)
+ 1

have estimation error Error[Ñ ] which satisfy the following upper bound:

Error[Ñ ] ≤ max
{ ∣∣∣∣

ddege+ 1
deg(1 + a)

− 1
∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣
bdegc − 1
deg(1− a)

− 1
∣∣∣∣
}

In addition, if the average degree deg is near to 4 (with the same deviation a of the almost
regular uniform definition of G),then the estimator for the number of edges E(v0, e):

Ẽ(v0, e) = Ẽ(e) = deg · e2

w2

have estimation error Error[Ẽ] which satisfy the following upper bound:

Error[Ẽ] ≤ max
{ ∣∣∣∣

ddege+ 1
deg(1 + a)2

− 1
∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣
bdegc − 1

deg(1− a)2
− 1

∣∣∣∣
}

The proof is included in the Appendix. From the latter theorem it is observed that these
estimation error bounds are independent of the average weight w and the selected distance e.
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3.3.2 Time, Space and Preprocessing Requirements

A significant advantage of the Global Parameters Estimation method is that there is no need for
bookkeeping. Another advantage is that the estimators Ñ(v0, e) and Ẽ(v0, e), can be computed
instantly. The preprocessing steps require only the computation of the global parameters: deg =
2|EG|
|VG| and w =

∑
w(vi,vj)
|EG| which can be computed in O(VG + EG) time.

3.4 Local Densities Estimation Method

The next method uses the concept of local densities to take into consideration the influence
of sparse and dense regions to the estimation process. The local densities are computed in
a preprocessing step and maintained in main memory. The more representative local density
factors are used, the better estimation results are obtained. In the sequel, we present two
methods for the calculation of the local densities: (a) the Local Counting Density Estimators
and (b) Kernel Density Estimators.

3.4.1 Local Counting Density Estimators

The main idea behind the Local Counting Density Estimators, is to count the number of nodes
and edges on every node v ∈ G, within a small local distance ec around node v. To derive the
new expressions we first need to define the following concepts:
The Local Node Density of a node v ∈ VG is an integer number defined as follows:

LNDv = |{vi ∈ VG : d(v, vi) ≤ ec}|

The Local Edge Density of a node v ∈ VG is an integer number defined as follows:

LEDv = |{(vi, vj) ∈ EG : min(d(v, vi), d(v, vj)) + w(vi, vj) ≤ ec}|

The Normalized Local Node Density of a node v ∈ VG is a real number in the interval [0,1],
defined as follows:

NLNDv =
LNDv

max{LNDvi , vi ∈ VG} (5)

The Normalized Local Edge Density of a node v ∈ VG is a real number in the interval [0,1],
defined as follows:

NLEDv =
LEDv

max{LEDvi , vi ∈ VG} (6)

For a better understanding of these concepts, we present an example based on the spatial
network of Figure 1. By setting ec = 7, we count for every node all reachable nodes and edges
with shortest path distance less than or equal to 7. Table 3 depicts all calculations. Nodes
with normalized local densities close to 1, lie on dense regions, whereas nodes with normalized
local densities close to 0, lie in sparse regions. Moreover, the most dense region will have both
normalized local densities set to 1.

Using these definitions new estimation formulae can be derived by extending the global
parameter estimation formulae with the normalized local node and edge densities:

Ñ(v0, e) = NLNDv0 ·
(

deg
2 · e

w ·
(

e
w + 1

)
+ 1

)
(7)

Ẽ(v0, e) = NLEDv0 · deg · e2

w2 (8)
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v0 LNDv0 LEDv0 NLNDv0 NLEDv0

A 6 6 0.75 0.6
B 6 6 0.75 0.6
C 8 8 1 0.8
D 7 8 0.875 0.8
E 6 6 0.75 0.6
F 7 8 0.875 0.8
G 7 8 0.875 0.8
H 8 8 1 0.8
I 8 10 1 1
J 7 8 0.875 0.8
K 8 9 1 0.9
L 8 9 1 0.9
M 8 7 1 0.7
N 7 7 0.875 0.7
O 6 6 0.75 0.6
P 7 7 0.875 0.7
Q 7 7 0.875 0.7
R 5 4 0.625 0.4
S 5 4 0.625 0.4
T 5 4 0.625 0.4
U 3 2 0.375 0.2

MAX 8 10

Table 3: Local Counting Density Estimators for the graph of Figure 1 with ec = 7.

The usage of normalized local node and edge densities as global factors into Equations 7 and 8,
ensures that: (i) the more dense regions we have around v0, the more similar the results are to
those of Global Method, (ii) the more sparse regions we have around v0, the more the deviation
from the values returned by the Global Method. Therefore, we parameterize the influence
of sparse and dense regions to the estimation procedure relatively to the their corresponding
sparsity or density.

This simple approach offers satisfactory results if the distance ec is set correctly. We use ec

values that are small multiples of the average weight w. The accuracy of the above estimators
depends on this constant. In particular, there is a multiple k of w, where the ec parameter
minimizes the estimation error. As ec takes values smaller than k · w, the local densities are
underestimated and the estimation error increases. On the other hand, as ec takes values
larger than k ·w, the local densities are overestimated and the estimation error again increases.
Therefore, we can tune the ec parameter by means of the k value, to minimize the estimation
error.

3.4.2 Kernel Density Estimators

Kernel Density Estimators belong to a class called non-parametric density estimators, because
they do not have a fixed functional form with constant global parameters. In particular, they
smooth out the contribution of each observed object over a local neighborhood of a specific
object.

We apply the Kernel Density Estimators to our problem, where the observed objects are
the nodes of the spatial network graph G, and their contribution is their network distance
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(i.e., shortest path distance). Any known kernel function K(x) can be used such as: Uniform,
Triangle, Epanechnikov, Quartic, Triweight, Cosinus, etc. In Section 4.3 we examine all these
functions in node and edge estimations. For example, the normal (Gaussian) kernel has the
following form:

K(x) =
1√
2π

e−
1
2
x2

The Local Node Density of a node v ∈ VG is a positive real number defined as follows:

LNDv =
∑

vi∈VG

K

(
d(v, vi)

h

)

The Local Edge Density of a node v ∈ VG is a positive real number defined as follows:

LEDv =
∑

(vi,vj)∈EG

(
K

(
d(v, vi)

h

)
+ K

(
d(v, vj)

h

))

The normalized local node and edge densities are defined as in Equations (5) and (6), whereas
the final estimation is performed again by Equations (7) and (8). The parameter h > 0 is the
bandwidth of the kernel function, which is a constant used for smoothing.

Next, we present an example based on the spatial network of Figure 1. Assuming a bandwidth
h = 7, Table 4 depicts the results of local densities using the Gaussian kernel. The calculations
of LND for node A is based on the calculation of all shortest paths from A which are: {0, 2, 7,
11, 14, 3, 5, 10, 14, 17, 7, 9, 14, 18, 21, 12, 14, 18, 16, 19, 22}, respectively. Thus:

LNDA = K

(
0
7

)
+ K

(
2
7

)
+ K

(
7
7

)
+ K

(
11
7

)
+ K

(
14
7

)
+ . . . + K

(
22
7

)

=
1√
2π

(
e−

1·02
2·72 + e−

1·22
2·72 + e−

1·72
2·72 + e−

1·112
2·72 + e−

1·142
2·72 + . . . + e−

1·222
2·72

)
=

=
1√
2π

(1 + 0.960005441 + 0.60653066 + 0.290923807 + 0.135335283 + ....... + 0.007163364) =

= . . . = 2.778

The accuracy of the estimators Ñ(v0, e) and Ẽ(v0, e) depend on h. More specifically, there is
a real value hm where the estimation error is minimized. As h take values smaller than hm, the
distances are elongated into the kernel

(
d(v,vi)

h

)
, thus the local densities are underestimated and

the estimation error increases. Also, as h takes values larger than hm, the distances shrink into
the kernel, the local densities are overestimated and, thus, the estimation error again increases.
Therefore, we can tune the h parameter to minimize the estimation error.

3.4.3 Time, Space and Preprocessing Requirements

In both variations of the Local Densities estimation method, the required space for all pre-
computed data is O (|VG|). These data can be kept in memory and, thus, the estimation values
Ñ(v0, e) and Ẽ(v0, e) can be computed in constant time. The total preprocessing cost depends
on the specific method used:
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v0 LNDv0 LEDv0 NLNDv0 NLEDv0

A 2.778 17.305 0.723 0.661
B 3.112 19.932 0.810 0.761
C 3.297 21.432 0.858 0.818
D 3.057 19.571 0.796 0.747
E 2.491 15.361 0.648 0.586
F 3.313 21.525 0.862 0.822
G 3.681 24.582 0.958 0.938
H 3.842 26.199 1 1
I 3.547 23.719 0.923 0.905
J 2.854 18.489 0.743 0.706
K 3.443 22.568 0.896 0.861
L 3.712 25.180 0.966 0.961
M 3.685 25.750 0.959 0.983
N 3.439 23.449 0.895 0.895
O 2.719 17.888 0.708 0.683
P 3.182 20.096 0.828 0.767
Q 3.307 21.782 0.861 0.831
R 2.986 19.211 0.777 0.733
S 2.478 14.605 0.645 0.557
T 2.279 12.990 0.593 0.496
U 1.759 9.531 0.458 0.364

MAX 3.842 26.199

Table 4: Kernel Density Estimators for the graph of Figure 1 with h = 7.

• Local Counting Density Estimators need to compute all shortest path distances in the
ec-range region. Therefore, for a starting node v0, we need O

(
ec

DG
· |VG| · log |VG|

)
time

(e.g., by implementing the Dijkstra algorithm with binary heaps). Finally, for all graph
nodes we need O

(
ec

DG
· |VG|2 · log |VG|

)
time.

• Kernel Density Estimators need to compute all shortest path distances between all nodes.
By using a common “all to all” shortest path algorithm (i.e. Dijkstra), we reach an
O

(|VG|2 · log |VG|
)

time. However, in large graphs, large distances from a node can not
affect significantly its kernel densities. Thus, we can prune some terms of the summations
on kernel densities without significant changes to their values, if we select only the nodes
with shortest paths less than or equal to a constant multiple of h (k ·h) 1. Then, the total
preprocessing cost can be reduced to O

(
k·h
DG

· |VG|2 · log |VG|
)
.

3.5 Binary Encoding Estimation Method

The next method is applicable in any graph type and its efficiency is independent of the pa-
rameters e and v0. Its rationale is based on the following observations. As mentioned, all local
densities pre-computations require some or all of the shortest path distances between the graph

1In the above calculations the shortest path from node A to U is 22, whereas the contribution of node U to
kernel densities of node A is only 0.007163364. Thus, in the above example we can choose the nodes which have
shortest path distance ≤ 3h (3h = 3 · 7 = 21), and then the kernel densities calculations will remain efficient
enough.
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nodes. Therefore, a process that could encode all shortest path distances into node labels in a
preprocessing step would avoid all computations of network distances.

Along this lines, in [8] the authors present an efficient encoding technique based on hypercube
embedding for assigning labels to graph nodes so that the network distance between any two
nodes can be calculated directly by using their labels. More specifically, after the encoding
process, the node labels are binary numbers and the network distance of any two nodes can be
approximated by the Hamming distance of the respective binary codes. This method requires a
unitary weighted graph (i.e., all edge weights are equal to 1). Therefore, to apply this technique,
we first have to transform the spatial network graph During this transformation all network
distances on the final graph must closely approximate the corresponding original distances. For
this purpose, we propose the following preprocessing steps:

1. Select a real value wu for unitary distance from the interval (0, w]. This constant affects
the precision of distance approximations. If it takes values close to w then we will have
low precision and possibly a high estimation error. If instead it takes values close to 0,
then we will have high precision and an almost zero estimation error.

2. Transform the graph G into a new graph G′ = T (G), by dividing all weights by wu and
by adding intermediate nodes. In particular, in every edge (vi, vj) of G we add a number
of intermediate nodes. This number is equal to the closest integer of w(vi,vj)

wu
minus 1 (i.e.

dw(vi,vj)
wu

e − 1 or bw(vi,vj)
wu

c − 1 ). If AG is the set of all new nodes, then graph G′ will have
|VG′ | = |VG|+ |AG| and |EG′ | = |EG|+ |AG|, whereas all edge weights of graph G′ will be
equal to 1.

Given G′, we can execute the encoding algorithms of [8], and construct these binary codes
of length k bits, where k equals the number of edges contained in the perimeter of graph G′.
According to [8], k = O(

√
n), where n is the number of nodes of G′, thus: k = O(

√
|VG′ |) =

O(
√
|VG|+ |AG|).

Given the binary encoding for all nodes of graph G after the preprocessing phase, we can
proceed with the derivation of estimations. Some definitions are first necessary:

• Cv is the binary code of a node v ∈ VG.

• H(cvi , cvj ) is the Hamming distance between the binary codes cvi , cvj , and equals:

H(cvi , cvj ) =
∑

bits=1

(
cvi ⊕ cvj

)

where ⊕ stands for the XOR binary operator.

• u(x) is the simple signal function that returns 1 if x ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise.

As mentioned, we can estimate all shortest path distances on graph G by computing the
Hamming distance of the corresponding binary codes. It can be proven that an estimate for the
shortest path distance of two nodes vi, vj on the original graph G is:

d(vi, vj) ≈
H(cvi , cvj )

2
· wu

Therefore, we derive the following estimation formulae for the binary encoding method:

Ñ(v0, e) =
∑

vi∈VG
u

(
e− H(cv0 ,cvi )·wu

2

)
(9)
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Ẽ(v0, e) =
∑

(vi,vj)∈EG
u

(
e− wu · min{H(cv0 ,cvi),H(cv0 ,cvj )}

2 − w(vi, vj)
)

(10)

Next, we will first prove a proposition that will be helpful for the subsequent space and time
complexity calculations.

Proposition 3.1. The number of added nodes and edges |AG| on graph G to produce graph G′

is:
|AG| ≈ |EG| · w − wu

wu
(11)

Proof. In every edge (vi, vj) of G we have added
(
dw(vi,vj)

wu
e − 1

)
or

(⌊
w(vi,vj)

wu

⌋
− 1

)
intermediate

nodes, thus the total number of added nodes is:

|AG| ≈
∑

(vi,vj)∈EG

(
w(vi, vj)

wu
− 1

)
=

∑
(vi,vj)∈EG

w(vi, vj)

wu
− |EG|

However by the definition of w we have:

w =

∑
(vi,vj)∈EG

w(vi, vj)

|EG| ⇔
∑

(vi,vj)∈EG

w(vi, vj) = w · |EG|

Therefore:
|AG| ≈ w · |EG|

wu
− |EG| = |EG| · w − wu

wu

Based on this proposition we can calculate the total number of nodes and edges of graph G′

using only basic parameters from the original graph G and Equation (11):

n = |VG′ | = |VG|+ |AG| ≈ |VG|+ |EG| · w − wu

wu
(12)

|EG′ | = |EG|+ |AG| ≈ |EG|+ |EG| ·
(

w

wu
− 1

)
= |EG| · w

wu
(13)

Thus, the length of each binary code is:

k = O(
√

n) = O(
√
|VG′ |) = O

(√
|VG|+ |EG| · w − wu

wu

)
(14)

3.5.1 Time, Space and Preprocessing Requirements

From Equations (12-14), we observe that the parameter wu affects the number of nodes and
edges on graph G′, and subsequently the length of the binary encoding k. As parameter wu

takes values close to 0, k becomes larger, and thus more space is needed for the encoding.
Therefore, there is a trade-off between the required space and the estimation accuracy of this
method.

According to Equation (14), we need O
(
|VG| ·

√
|VG|+ |EG| · w−wu

wu

)
space for the binary

codes. Thus, in shortage of space, we can calibrate the wu value to the available space and keep
these data in memory.
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The required time for computations of estimators Ñ(v0, e) and Ẽ(v0, e), will be only the
time required for the calculations of their formulae, which are O(|VG|) and O(|EG|) respectively.
However, this time cost is negligible, since these calculations have only binary and basic register
operations.

The preprocessing cost is composed of the time required for the construction of G′ from G:

O(|V ′
G|+ |E′

G|) = |VG|+ |EG| · w − wu

wu
+ |EG| · w

wu
= |VG|+ |EG| · 2w − wu

wu

plus the time required for the encoding of G′, which according to [8] and Equation (14) is:

O(n
√

n) = O

((
|VG|+ |EG| · w − wu

wu

)
·
√
|VG|+ |EG| · w − wu

wu

)

3.6 Comparison of Methods

Table 5 summarizes the theoretical results regarding the performance of the estimation methods.
Note that, for the MDS method only node estimation time is given since edge estimation is not
supported. These results are discussed below:

Method Estimation Time Space Required Preprocessing Time
(node/edge)

MDS-Grid O
(∏

i=1,...,kd 2e
dxi
e
)

O
(
k · |VG|+ ck

)
O

(|VG|3 + ck
)

Global O(1)/O(1) O(1) O(VG + EG)

Local O(1)/O(1) O(|VG|) O
(

ec
DG

· |VG|2 · log |VG|
)

Kernel O(1)/O(1) O(|VG|) O
(

k·h
DG

|VG|2 · log |VG|
)

Binary O(|VG|)/O(|EG|) O
(
|VG| ·

√
|VG|+ |EG| · w−wu

wu

)
O(n

√
n), n =

(
|VG|+ |EG| · w−wu

wu

)

Table 5: Complexities for estimation, space requirements and preprocessing.

Estimation time. The MDS-Grid method is not efficient due to high time, space and prepro-
cessing requirements. On the contrary, the Global, Local and Kernel methods perform fast
calculations for both node and edge estimations. In addition, as desired, the estimation
time does not depend on the parameters v0, e, ec, h, |VG|, |EG|.
The Binary method requires |VG| and |EG| binary and register operations for the node
and edge estimation, respectively. This cost is independent of the parameters v0 and e,
but depends on the graph parameters |VG| and |EG|) and the unitary distance wu, which
affects the code length. However, due to the usage of only binary and register operations,
the estimation time is expected to be low.

Required space. The Global method does not have any additional space requirements. Lo-
cal and Kernel methods require O(|VG|) space, which is independent of the parameters
v0, e, ec, h.

The Binary method requires an O
(
|VG| ·

√
|VG|+ |EG| · w−wu

wu

)
space. By decreasing the

value of wu, the required space increases significantly, due to the increase of the required
number of bits for the encoding (k), thus, achieving more accurate estimations.
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Preprocessing time. The Global method has the shortest preprocessing time, which is linear
on the number of edges. The Local and Kernel methods have quadratic preprocessing time
due to the shortest path computations. There is a significant gain in the Local method
(e.g., the coefficient ec

DG
), because all shortest path computations end when the ec-range

is reached. Also, there is a significant gain in the Kernel method (the coefficient k·h
DG

), if
we end all shortest path computations when the (k · h)-range is reached.

The Binary method has a sub-quadratic preprocessing time, which depends on both the
graph size and the wu parameter. It is evident, that by decreasing the value of wu, the
preprocessing time is expected to increase significantly.

4 Experiments and Results

In this section, we present experimental results for all the presented estimation methods, which
have been implemented on a Pentium IV 3GHz CPU, with 1GB RAM. We have used both
real-life and synthetic spatial networks and we have tested the proposed methods for several
parameter values. For brevity, we present only a small set of representative results, which depict
the most significant performance issues and trade-offs.

(a) Oldenburg (OL) (b) California (CA) (c) San Francisco (SF)

Figure 6: Data sets.

The three real-life networks have been downloaded from [16] and correspond to the road net-
works of Oldenburg (OL), California (CA) and San Francisco (SF). The synthetic network (UN)
is a grid-based graph constructed as in [6]. The grid is a square of 500×500 nodes corresponding
to points with coordinates (i, j), for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 500. Each node has edges to its neighbors (left,
right, up, down), if present. These edges have random real weights chosen uniformly from the
interval [12, 18]. Table 6 depicts the graph parameters for the four spatial networks, whereas
Figure 6 depicts the three real-life networks used.

Global Parameters Oldenburg California San Francisco Synthetic
|VG| 6,105 21,048 174,956 250,000
|EG| 7,035 21,693 223,001 499,000
deg 2.304668 2.061289 2.549224 3.992
w 73.67902 0.01618624 8.782676 15.00156

DG 12,985.97 16.4288 16,828.54 13,366.2

Table 6: Graph parameters values for the four used spatial networks.
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Parameter Oldenburg California San Francisco Synthetic
e 0-3250 step 10 0-4.1 step 0.01 0-4200 step 10 0-3340 step 10

ec (Local) 75-3000 step 75 0.015-0.600 step 0.015 9-360 step 9 15-600 step 15
h (Kernel-Hi) 75-3000 step 75 0.015-0.600 step 0.015 9-360 step 9 15-600 step 15
h (Kernel-Lo) 5-150 step 5 0.001-0.030 step 0.001 0.5-15 step 0.5 1-30 step 1
wu (Binary) 5-150 step 5 0.001-0.030 step 0.001 0.5-15 step 0.5 1-30 step 1

Table 7: Adjustable parameters ranges table.

In all experimental results, we have randomly selected a set S of starting nodes v0, where
|S| = 5%|VG|. We also performed e-range queries with e varying from 0 to ≈ DG

4 (which is
half of the graph radius), with a small increasing step (0.01 in CA and 10 in OL, SF, UN). We
calculated the N(v0, e), E(v0, e) values and the corresponding estimations Ñ(v0, e) and Ẽ(v0, e)
for all methods with several parameters setups. For the Local, Kernel and Binary methods,
for tuning reasons we varied their parameters in high (using values near multiples 1 to 40 of
w) and low ranges (using values near subdivisions 1

15 to 30
15 of w). Table 7 depicts the final

selected ranges for all parameters. Note that in the Kernel method we tested both high and low
bandwidth ranges, because h can give efficient estimation results in both cases.

Next, we have calculated all average real values Navg(e) and Eavg(e) and estimates Ñavg(e)
and Ẽavg(e), as follows:

Navg(e) =
1
|S|

∑

v0∈S

N(v0, e) Eavg(e) =
1
|S|

∑

v0∈S

E(v0, e)

Ñavg(e) =
1
|S|

∑

v0∈S

Ñ(v0, e) Ẽavg(e) =
1
|S|

∑

v0∈S

Ẽ(v0, e)

In all methods we have used the following formulae as estimation error functions:

Error[N ](e) =

∣∣∣Navg(e)− Ñavg(e)
∣∣∣

Navg(e)
Error[E](e) =

∣∣∣Eavg(e)− Ẽavg(e)
∣∣∣

Eavg(e)

4.1 Experimental Results for the MDS-Grid Method

Due to the significant preprocessing requirements, we have applied this method only to the
OL data set, which has a small number of nodes (6,105). For this setting, a dissimilarity
matrix with 6, 1052 = 37, 271, 025 shortest path distances has been constructed. The applied
MDS transformation returns a 6,105 × 3,221 matrix, thus all node-points may be considered
as objects in a 3221-dimensional Euclidean space. Evidently, we have 3221 positive eigenvalues,
where we can select some 2 ≤ k < 3221 dimensions for dimension reduction purposes. Table
8 depicts the 20 greatest eigenvalues sorted in descending order and normalized to the interval
[0,1].

We observe that the first four eigenvalues are much greater than the remaining ones. There-
fore, a reduction to 4 dimensions is fair, whereas a reduction to 2 or 3 dimensions is rather
poor. Figure 7 depicts the OL node-points after the MDS transformation with a reduction to 2
dimensions, where the general shape of the graph has been kept only roughly. All eigenvalues
after the fourth one are much smaller, thus selecting more than 4 dimensions will not result in
any significant increase of distance preservation quality.
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Figure 7: OL node-points set after MDS transformation in 2 dimensions.

Figure 8: Estimation error with MDS-Grid Method.

Figure 8 depicts the estimation error for the MDS-Grid Method. As we increase the number
of cells c or the number of dimensions k, we observe smaller peaks in the estimation error.
However, the estimation error in general remains high. For k = 2 dimensions we have a maximum
estimation error peak of 220%, 250%, 225%, 150% when c = 8, 16, 32, 64, respectively, which
falls under 50% for large ranges. For k = 4 dimensions we have a maximum estimation error
peak of 78%, 87%, 65%, 46%, when c = 8, 16, 32, 64, respectively, which falls under 10% for large
ranges.

Table 9 presents the space requirements for the MDS-Grid Method (assuming 8 bytes per
real number). We observe that the required space grows exponentially as we increase the number
of the selected dimensions k.

In conclusion, the MDS transformation of the OL data set returned a large number of positive
eigenvalues, thus we must use many of the k dimensions to achieve efficient estimation results.
Also, even if we use many dimensions, we must increase the number of cells c to decrease the
error peaks. Moreover, even if we increase both parameters c and k, this method gives efficient
estimation results for large e values (e.g., > 2000). However, as we increase k, c and e, we result

1 0.47461 0.17330 0.11724 0.05526
0.02900 0.02306 0.01964 0.01564 0.01340
0.01160 0.01095 0.00967 0.00841 0.00722
0.00627 0.00569 0.00507 0.00484 0.00464

Table 8: Top-20 normalized eigenvalues of MDS transformation in OL data set.
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in significant time/space complexities and deteriorated estimation performance.

4.2 Kernel Density Estimator Functions Comparison

We have examined the accuracy of the following kernel functions embedded in the Kernel Density
Estimation Method:

Triangle : (1− |x|)I(|x| ≤ 1)

Epanechnikov :
3
4
(1− x2)I(|x| ≤ 1)

Quartic :
15
16

(1− x2)2I(|x| ≤ 1)

Triweight :
35
32

(1− x2)3I(|x| ≤ 1)

Gaussian :
1√
2π

e−
1
2
x2

Cosinus :
π

4
cos(

π

2
x)I(|x| ≤ 1)

where the function I(|x| ≤ 1) is defined as:

I(x) = 1, if |x| ≤ 1 and I(x) = 0, otherwise

The following proposition unifies the two Local Densities Estimation Methods, i.e. the Local
Counting Density estimators and the Kernel Density estimators. The Local method is a special
case of the Kernel method when used with uniform kernels.

Proposition 4.1. The Kernel Density Estimator Method with Uniform Kernels provides the
same results with the Local Counting Method, when h = ec.

Proof. We will prove that in this case the estimation formulae of the two methods are identical.
We present the proof for node estimation only, since the proof for edge estimation is similar.

Let us denote the number |{vi ∈ VG : d(v, vi) ≤ ec}| as Lv. Then, for the Local Counting
Method it holds that LNDv = Lv, whereas for the Kernel Density Estimators Method we have:

LNDv =
∑

vi∈VG

K

(
d(v, vi)

h

)
=

∑

vi∈VG:
d(v,vi)

h
≤1

K

(
1
2

)
=

∑

vi∈VG:d(v,vi)≤h

K

(
1
2

)

=
1
2
·
∣∣∣∣{vi ∈ VG : d(v, vi) ≤ h}| = 1

2
· |{vi ∈ VG : d(v, vi) ≤ ec}

∣∣∣∣ =
1
2
· Lv

Therefore, the corresponding normalized local node density for the Local Counting Method

is: NLNDv = Lv
max Lv

, whereas for the Kernel Method is: NLNDv =
1
2
·Lv

1
2
·max Lv

= Lv
max Lv

.

k = 2 k = 3 k = 4
c = 8 97,936 148,568 211,744
c = 16 98,704 162,904 457,504
c = 32 101,776 277,592 4,389,664
c = 64 114,064 1,195,096 67,304,224

Table 9: Space requirements for the MDS-Grid method (in bytes).
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Figure 9: Kernel Method functions accuracy comparison in California network.

Next we present comparative results for the Kernel Method using all the aforementioned
kernel functions except the uniform one because of Proposition 4.1 and the fact that the Local
Counting Method has been studied separately. For this purpose, we vary the bandwidth of the
Kernel Method for any selected kernel function in high and low ranges and record the average
node and edge estimation errors for the used e values. Figure 9 depicts the final results for the
California network (CA) for large e values, since similar results are obtained for the other spatial
networks. We observe that:

• The Gaussian function appears to have the best average estimation error for both node and
edge estimations, for h ≈ 12 ·w. In particular, it produces a minimum average estimation
error about 51% in node estimations and about 170% in edge estimations.

• All other kernel functions have similar variations in node and edge estimations, where their
minimum average estimation error is reached for higher multiples of w. More specifically,
for the Triangle, Epanechnikov, Quartic, Triweight, Cosinus kernel functions, the global
minimum is reached in h ≈ 30 ·w, 27 ·w, 33 ·w, 37 ·w, 27 ·w, respectively. For those band-
widths, the node average estimation errors are: 58%, 54%, 56%, 57%, 54%, respectively,
and the edge average estimation errors are: 180%, 171%, 175%, 177%, 172%, respectively.

For the rest of the performance evaluation we adopt the Gaussian kernel function for Kernel
Method estimations since it provides better estimation accuracy.

4.3 Tuning the Proposed Methods

It has been mentioned that by tuning the parameters of the Local, Kernel and Binary methods
the estimation error can be reduced significantly. Figure 10 depicts the results for all methods
where we observe that:

• The Local method has been examined in high ranges of the distance ec, because if ec < w
then we underestimate many local densities and the estimation error increases.

• The Kernel method has been tested in both high and low bandwidth ranges, because the
hm may appear in both ranges.

• The Binary method has been tested only in low ranges, because if wu > w, then the node
and edge estimation errors grow significantly.
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Figure 10: Tuning parameters in proposed methods.

• In all cases, the values that minimize the node average estimation error, minimize also the
edge average estimation error.

• In many cases, local minimum values may appear, but there is only one global minimum
value in the whole parameter range in which we must attune the methods.
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• In Local methods, often the global minimum is reached in high parameter values but the
gain in estimation error is not significant. Therefore, we must wisely choose the lower
parameter value that produces an estimation error near the global minimum’s to minimize
the average estimation error and the corresponding preprocessing cost.

• In the Binary method, the average node and edge estimation errors decrease by decreasing
the wu value, but space requirements increase. Therefore, we must wisely choose the
maximum parameter value that produces node and edge average estimation error under a
small threshold (e.g., 3%), to minimize the average estimation error and the corresponding
space requirements.

Table 10 summarizes the final selected parameter values for the Local, Kernel and Binary
methods. These values achieve the best estimation accuracy with the shortest preprocessing
time.

Network Local Kernel Binary
Oldenburg ec = 39w h = 32w wu = 7w

15

California ec = 18w h = 12w wu = w

San Francisco ec = 35w h = 2w
15 wu = w

Synthetic ec = 15w h = 2w
15 wu = 14w

15

Table 10: Final selected parameter values after tuning.

4.4 Estimation Results after Tuning

In this section, we present comparative results regarding the accuracy of the four methods tuned
as above for the whole spectrum of e values. Figure 11 depicts the respective node and edge
estimation errors.

With respect to the OL network we observe that:

• The Global method achieves a node estimation error below 15% and an edge estimation
error near 40%. The node estimation error is significantly better because the nodes in OL
graph are almost uniformly distributed in space, but edge weights differ significantly.

• The Local and Kernel methods achieve node a estimation error near 50% and an edge
estimation error under 20%. The edge estimation error is significantly better because
Local methods can detect easier the edge weights distribution through the used local
densities.

• The Binary method returns node and edge estimation errors under 5%, being the most
accurate estimation method for the OL data set.

In conclusion, in graphs with an almost uniform distribution of nodes in space but non-uniform
distribution of edges (like the OL data set), the Global method returns good node estimation
results, the Local methods return good edge estimation results, whereas the Binary method
returns the most accurate results for both node and edge estimations.

With respect to the CA network we observe that:
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Figure 11: Estimation results after tuning.
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• The Global method does not perform well, returning node and edge estimation error
above 100% even for small e values. This happens because the CA graph contains mostly
highways (i.e. long paths with many nodes) and, therefore, most node degrees are equal
to 2. The Global method fails to estimate the numbers of nodes and edges in such cases.

• The Kernel method achieves good node estimation error for low ranges, but the error
increases above 40% for high e values. In addition, it achieves high edge estimation error
(above 100%). Thus, the Kernel method is better than Global method, but not effective
enough.

• The Local method returns better results than the Kernel method, with an improvement
of 20% in node estimation error and 40% in edge estimation error, but again these results
are not satisfactory.

• The Binary method returns node and edge estimation errors under 5%, being the most
accurate estimation method for the CA data set.

In conclusion, in graphs with an average degree around 2 (like the CA data set, where deg =
2.06), the Global method fails, the Local and Kernel methods give better but not efficient
estimations, whereas the Binary method prevails in accuracy and efficiency.

With respect to the SF network we observe that:

• The Global method achieves a node estimation error under 30% for small e values, whereas
the error increases above 100% for large values. In addition, the edge estimation error in
several cases raises above 100%. As the SF graph is a non-regular uniform graph with
diverse node and edge densities, the Global method fails to achieve satisfactory results.

• The Local method returns a node estimation error near 75% for small e values, which falls
under 30% for large e values. Also, the edge estimation error is near 70% for small e values
and under 20% for large e values. Therefore, the Local method gives better estimation
results than the Global method, but with large error rate variations.

• The Kernel method returns better results than the Local method, showing an 20% im-
provement in node and 10% in edge estimation error. However, the Kernel method is not
stable and efficient enough.

• The Binary method returns node and edge estimation error under 5%, being the most
accurate estimation method for the SF network.

In conclusion, in non-regular uniform graphs (like the SF data set), the Global method returns
inaccurate estimations, the Local and Kernel methods return better but not stable estimations
as they are sensitive to the parameters h and ec, whereas the Binary method outperforms the
other methods.

Finally, regarding the Synthetic (UN) network we observe that:

• The Global method gives excellent node and edge estimation results with an error rate
under 7%. This happens because the UN graph is almost regular uniform.

• The Local and Kernel methods give good node and edge estimation results with error rates
under 17% and 13%, respectively. Therefore, local node and edge densities are inferior in
comparison to the Global method.
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• The Binary method returns node and edge estimation errors under 5%, being the most
accurate method for the UN network.

In regular uniform and almost regular uniform graphs (like the UN data set), all methods return
good estimation results (error under 20%). Moreover, the Global method offers better estimation
results than the Local methods, whereas the Binary method again achieves the most accurate
results in comparison to the other approaches.

4.5 Space Requirements

We applied the proposed methods on the four presented networks, with parameters tuned as in
Section 4.2, and we measured the required space. For fairness, we measured also the required
space to store only the original graph data (node ID’s, edges and weights) as a table of linked
lists in main memory. Table 11 depicts the corresponding results.

Network Graph size Local-Kernel Binary
OL 0,254 0,047 0,069
CA 0,818 0,161 0,291
SF 7,774 1,335 6,979
UN 15,236 1,907 12,742

Table 11: Space requirements for all methods and networks (in MB).

We observe that the results comply with the observations in Sections 3.3-3.6. Moreover, all
methods require less space than the graph data. More specifically:

• The Global method needs no extra space, and therefore it does not appear in the results.

• The Local and Kernel methods require much less space than the graph data.

• The tuned Binary method requires more space than the Local/Kernel methods but still
less than the graph data.

4.6 Estimation Time Comparison and Experiments

In this section, we further study the estimation times of the proposed methods, which are also
significant for their efficiency. As presented in Section 3.6, the Global, Local and Kernel methods
perform estimations in constant time and therefore the estimation cost does not depend on the
values of the parameters.

As we have already presented in Section 3.6, Binary method’s estimation times are inde-
pendent of the parameters v0, e, but depend on the graph parameters (|VG| and |EG|) and the
unitary distance wu. Therefore, we expect the estimation time to grow in larger graphs or
small unitary distances. However, the Binary method’s formulae involve binary and register
operations, thus the expected estimation times are still satisfactory.

To evaluate these observations, we measure the node and edge estimation times for all
proposed methods after tuning and for all spatial networks, by varying the e parameter as shown
in Table 7. For fairness, we also measure the time required by the Dijkstra algorithm (i.e., an
implementation with priority queues similar to [27]), which has an (O(|EG|+ |VG| log log |VG|))
performance, applied in those networks for the same e values. The corresponding results are
given in Figure 12.

We observe that all the proposed methods are time efficient. Moreover, we confirm that:
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Figure 12: Estimation costs.
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• The Global, Local and Kernel methods give almost constant node and edge estimation (in
the level of nsecs).

• The Binary method gives almost constant node and edge estimation times (i.e., less than
1 msec), which grows slowly and almost linearly by increasing the distance e.

• The Dijkstra algorithm implementation returns scanning times at the level of msecs, which
increase by increasing the distance e. In addition, this time cost is always greater than
that of the other methods.

5 Discussion

In this section, we present some interesting aspects regarding the usability of the estimation
methods.

5.1 Avoid Tuning

The proposed methods (except from Global) require fine-tuning of their basic parameters to
minimize the estimation errors. However, the exhaustive tuning leads to high preprocessing
calculations and time, especially for large graphs. Therefore, an important question is: ”can we
decide the parameter values without exhaustive tuning?”.

By observing the tuning results of Figure 10, we can see that in many cases the average
estimation error gain from value to value is not important. Thus, we can avoid to select the
parameter values that produce the global minimum average estimation errors, and to select
different values that produce average estimation errors close to the global minimums. Therefore,
we performed clustering on average estimation error results for several real and synthetic data
sets and for the same parameter ranges, and we observed the following:

• The Local Method with global constant radius ec =
√

DG
4w returns average estimation

errors close to the global minimums for the most graphs.

• The Kernel Method with bandwidth h = w
3 again returns average estimation errors close

to the global minimums for the most graphs.

• The Binary Method with unitary distance wu = w
2 returns excellent average estimation

errors for most graphs. Moreover, with the choice wu = w
3 the estimations are very accurate

with average errors under 5% for almost all graphs. At the same time, both choices keep
the required space for the encoding low.

5.2 Networks with Spatial Objects

In this section, we give some useful directions on how the proposed estimation methods can be
applied on data sets with spatial objects that are uniformly distributed on the spatial network,
in order to estimate: (i) the selectivity of range and k-NN queries, and (ii) the corresponding
I/O cost of these queries.
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5.2.1 Selectivity Estimation of Range Queries

Let G be a spatial network and S a data set with spatial objects that are uniformly distributed
on the edges of G. Then, the total number of edges in the graph G is |EG| and the total number
of spatial objects is |S|. The average number of spatial objects that lie on an edge (which we
denote as s) is the total number of the objects multiplied by the average distance of an edge
and divided by the sum of distances of all edges of the graph (due to the uniform distribution of
objects on the edges). Thus, if we assume that the weights of all edges are their corresponding
distances, we have:

s = |S| · w∑
w(vi, vj)

=
|S| · w
|EG| · w =

|S|
|EG|

A range query initiated at a node v0 ∈ G with a positive range distance e returns Ẽ(v0, e)
total edges. Therefore, we can estimate the selectivity of such a range query on the spatial
objects data set (which we denote S̃(v0, e)) with the following formula:

S̃(v0, e) = s · Ẽ(v0, e) =
|S| · Ẽ(v0, e)

|EG|
The estimator Ẽ(v0, e) in the last formula can be computed with any of the previously

discussed methods.

5.2.2 Selectivity Estimation of k-NN Queries

Nearest-Neighbor queries on spatial objects can be efficiently estimated using the proposed
methods. For a k-NN query initiated at node v0 ∈ G, we can estimate the selectivity (which we
denote S̃(v0, k)) by finding the minimum proper range distance radius emin > 0 such that the
number of returned spatial objects is at least k, and by using this radius in the previous range
query estimators. Ideally, the selectivity of a k-NN query must be equal to k, but using the
range queries estimators the returned objects may be more than k. Thus, we must have:

S̃(v0, k) = S̃(v0, emin) =
|S| · Ẽ(v0, emin)

|EG| ≥ k

or
Ẽ(v0, emin) ≥ k · |EG|

|S|
The computation of the minimum proper range distance radius emin is different for the

proposed methods. In the Global method the edges estimator is equal to: Ẽ(v0, e) = deg · e2

w2 ,
thus we have:

deg · e2
min

w2 ≥ k · |EG|
|S|

or

emin ≥ w

√
k · |EG|
|S| · deg

In Local and Kernel method the edge estimator is equal to: Ẽ(v0, e) = NLEDv0 · deg · e2

w2 , thus
we have:

NLEDv0 · deg · e2
min

w2 ≥ k · |EG|
|S|
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or

emin ≥ w

√
k · |EG|

|S| · deg ·NLEDv0

The normalized local edge density NLEDv0 for node v0 is computed using the presented formulae
of Local and Kernel methods.
In the Binary method the computation of emin is based on the inequality Ẽ(v0, emin) ≥ k·|EG|

|S|
and the algorithmic procedure of Figure 13.

Algorithm Binary-emin(EG, |S|, k)

1. m=0
2. do
3. m = m + 1
4. e = m * wu

5. compute the estimator Ẽ(v0, e)
6. while Ẽ(v0, e) < k·|EG|

|S|
7. return e

Figure 13: Computing the emin with Binary method.

5.2.3 I/O cost of Range Queries

The I/O cost of spatial queries is strongly depended on the storage scheme of the spatial objects
and the spatial network. In this section, we estimate the I/O cost assuming a storage scheme
similar to that of [15]. More specifically, Papadias et al [15], propose to separate the storage of
spatial objects from that of the underlying spatial network, to index the spatial objects using
an R-tree, and to index the spatial network using a second R-tree and adjacency components
which contain the adjacency lists of the network. The adjacency lists of nodes close in space are
placed in the same disk page using Hilbert ordering.

Let us assume that we follow the range query processing methodology of [15], and more
specifically the Range Euclidean Restriction (RER) algorithm. As RER first performs a range
query into the spatial objects data set within Euclidean distance e from the starting node v0

by accessing the spatial objects R-tree, we will have the first significant I/O cost. This I/O
cost is equal to the total number of disk accesses required to execute the range query using
the R-tree indexing the spatial objects. This cost is denoted by DAS . In the next step of the
algorithm, a network expansion is performed by examining all edges within network distance e
from v0, in order to detect and delete the false positives objects which may have been returned
by the previous step. For simplicity, we assume that this is achieved again by executing another
range query within distance e in the network R-tree. Evidently, this way we over-estimate the
number of disk accesses, since we perform a Euclidean-based range query on the network R-tree
which may produce false alarms that therefore must be eliminated. The associated I/O cost is
equal to the total number of disk accesses required for the execution of the range query in the
network R-tree. We denote this cost by DAG. As both range queries are performed only once,
we can estimate the total I/O cost of the spatial range query by summing the two components:
DAS + DAG.
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An efficient estimator of total disk accesses for spatial range queries on R-trees is presented
in [26]. More specifically, having the data set size and density, the average node capacity of
the R-tree and the query window size, the total disk accesses of the query can be efficiently
estimated.

For simplicity, let us assume that the spatial objects are 2-dimensional points and the un-
derlying spatial network is 2-dimensional too. Then, using the formula proposed by [26], the
total disk accesses of the spatial objects R-tree for a range query with radius e, are:

DAS = 1 +

1+dlogfS

|S|
fS
e∑

j=1

(
√

Dj +
2e

DG
·
√
|S|
f j

S

)2

where

Dj =

(
1 +

√
Dj−1 − 1√

fS

)2

,

D0 = 0 is the density of the data set S (which is 0 as it contains only points), fS is the average
node capacity of the spatial objects R-tree, |S| is the data set size and DG is the diameter of
the underlying network G. We must note that the proposed formula actually works for hyper-
rectangular window queries and not hyper-spherical. Thus, always we take the MBR of the
hyper-sphere to apply the formula, making an overestimation. In our example of 2-dimensional
spaces, we take the square range area with edge equal to 2e.

Similarly, we can estimate the total disk accesses of the network R-tree:

DAG = 1 +

1+dlogfG

|G|
fG
e∑

j=1

(√
D′

j +
2e

DG
·
√
|G|
f j

G

)2

where

D′
j =


1 +

√
D′

j−1 − 1
√

fG




2

,

D′
0 is the density of the network G (which can be computed from the MBR’s of the poly-line

components), fG is the average node capacity of the network R-tree, |G| is the total number of
the network R-tree nodes and DG is the diameter of the network G.

Therefore the total I/O cost for an e-range query is:

DAS + DAG = 2 +

1+dlogfS

|S|
fS
e∑

j=1

(
√

Dj +
2e

DG
·
√
|S|
f j

S

)2

+

1+dlogfG

|G|
fG
e∑

j=1

(√
D′

j +
2e

DG
·
√
|G|
f j

G

)2

5.2.4 I/O cost of k-NN Queries

Having computed the corresponding emin distance for the k-NN queries using all the proposed
methods, we can efficiently estimate the I/O cost of such queries using the presented storage
scheme and formulae of subsection 5.3.3. Therefore, by substituting in these formulae the range
distance e with the emin distance, we have the total I/O cost for k-NN queries:

DAS+DAG = 2+

1+dlogfS

|S|
fS
e∑

j=1

(
√

Dj +
2emin

DG
·
√
|S|
f j

S

)2

+

1+dlogfG

|G|
fG
e∑

j=1

(√
D′

j +
2emin

DG
·
√
|G|
f j

G

)2
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where

• for the Global Method: emin = w
√

k·|EG|
|S|·deg

• for the Local and Kernel Method: emin = w

√
k·|EG|

|S|·deg·NLEDv0

and

• for the Binary Method: emin = Binary-emin(EG, |S|, k)

6 Conclusions

We have presented methods to estimate the number of vertices and edges that are lying within
a distance e from a vertex in a spatial network. First, as a baseline method, we introduced a
naive approach, the MDS-Grid Method, which gives efficient estimations only for small graphs,
at the expense of large space and time requirements. Then, three different methods have been
also examined: a) the Global Parameters Estimation method, (b) the Local Densities method,
and (c) the Binary Encoding method. We have given analytic solutions for all methods, as well
as specific space and time bounds. We have applied the proposed methods in both synthetic
and real spatial networks, and we have demonstrated performance results. In conclusion: (a)
the Global Parameters Estimation method performs efficient estimations in regular uniform or
almost regular uniform graphs, (b) the Local Densities methods offer better estimations in non-
regular uniform graphs, (c) the Binary Encoding method offers the most accurate estimations
in all graph types, with small adjustable space requirements.

An interesting direction for future work is to study the application of the proposed techniques
in other network types (e.g., directed networks) and for more complex queries (e.g., spatial joins).
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Appendix

Theorem 6.1. Let G be an almost regular uniform spatial network, and also let:

1. the selected starting node v0 to belong in a region of G defined by its central node vc (at
this point, as central node we define the median node of the shortest path with length DG,
where DG is the diameter of the graph), and a network distance equal to DG

4 , and

2. the desired range distance e to lie in the interval [0,DG
4 ].

Then, the estimator for the number of nodes N(v0, e):

Ñ(v0, e) = Ñ(e) =
deg

2
· e

w
·
( e

w
+ 1

)
+ 1

have estimation error Error[Ñ ] which satisfy the following upper bound:

Error[Ñ ] ≤ max
{ ∣∣∣∣

ddege+ 1
deg(1 + a)

− 1
∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣
bdegc − 1
deg(1− a)

− 1
∣∣∣∣
}

In addition, if the average degree deg is close tp 4 (with the same deviation a of the almost
regular uniform definition of G),then the estimator for the number of edges E(v0, e):

Ẽ(v0, e) = Ẽ(e) = deg · e2

w2
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have estimation error Error[Ẽ] which satisfy the following upper bound:

Error[Ẽ] ≤ max
{ ∣∣∣∣

ddege+ 1
deg(1 + a)2

− 1
∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣
bdegc − 1

deg(1− a)2
− 1

∣∣∣∣
}

Proof. If G is almost regular uniform, then its edge weights and node degrees must satisfy the
following:

(1− a)w ≤ w(vi, vj) ≤ (1 + a)w, ∀(vi, vj) ∈ EG

deg(vi) ∈ {bdegc − 1, bdegc, ddege, ddege+ 1}, ∀vi ∈ VG

where a is a small positive real number (e.g., 0 < a < 0.2).
As the edge weights of G fall into the interval [(1 − a)w, (1 + a)w], and the node degrees

can be any of the four integers: bdegc − 1, bdegc, ddege, ddege+ 1, it is evident that the largest
deviations from averages will produce the maximum estimation errors. These worst cases are:

1. for edges and nodes contained in the region of interest, all edge weights are equal to (1−a)w
and all node degrees are equal to bdegc − 1, and

2. for edges and nodes contained in the region of interest, all edge weights are equal to (1+a)w
and all node degrees are equal to ddege+ 1.

Thus, let Ǧ and Ĝ be the graphs that satisfy the former and latter case, respectively. As on
these graphs the properties d(v0, vc) ≤ DG

4 and 0 ≤ e ≤ DG
4 continue to hold, we can apply

Lemmas 3.1-3.2 to derive the numbers of nodes lying in the region defined by node v0 and the
network distance e:

Ň(v0, e) = Ň(e) =
bdegc − 1

2
· e

(1− a)w
·
(

e

(1− a)w
+ 1

)
+ 1

N̂(v0, e) = N̂(e) =
ddege+ 1

2
· e

(1 + a)w
·
(

e

(1 + a)w
+ 1

)
+ 1

Therefore, the node estimation error satisfies the following property:

0 ≤ Error[Ñ ] ≤ max
{∣∣∣Ň(v0, e)− Ñ(v0, e)

∣∣∣
Ñ(v0, e)

,

∣∣∣N̂(v0, e)− Ñ(v0, e)
∣∣∣

Ñ(v0, e)

}

The node estimation error bounds can be computed as:
∣∣∣Ň(v0, e)− Ñ(v0, e)

∣∣∣
Ñ(v0, e)

=

∣∣∣
[ bdegc−1

2 · e
(1−a)w ·

(
e

(1−a)w + 1
)

+ 1
]
−

[
deg
2 · e

w ·
(

e
w + 1

)
+ 1

]∣∣∣
deg
2 · e

w ·
(

e
w + 1

)
+ 1

=

∣∣∣
[ bdegc−1

2 · e
(1−a)w ·

(
e

(1−a)w + 1
)]
−

[
deg
2 · e

w ·
(

e
w + 1

)]∣∣∣
deg
2 · e

w ·
(

e
w + 1

)
+ 1

≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣

[ bdegc−1
2 · e

(1−a)w ·
(

e
(1−a)w + 1

)]
−

[
deg
2 · e

w ·
(

e
w + 1

)]

deg
2 · e

w ·
(

e
w + 1

)

∣∣∣∣∣∣

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣

(bdegc − 1
) ·

(
e

(1−a)w + 1
)

deg · (1− a) · ( e
w + 1

) − 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
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=

∣∣∣∣∣

(bdegc − 1
)

deg · (1− a)2
·
(

1− a
e
w + 1

)
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣
bdegc − 1
deg(1− a)

− 1
∣∣∣∣

Similarly we have that:
∣∣∣N̂(v0, e)− Ñ(v0, e)

∣∣∣
Ñ(v0, e)

≤
∣∣∣∣
ddege+ 1
deg(1 + a)

− 1
∣∣∣∣

Then, we have:

0 ≤ Error[Ñ ] ≤ max
{ ∣∣∣∣

ddege+ 1
deg(1 + a)

− 1
∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣
bdegc − 1
deg(1− a)

− 1
∣∣∣∣
}

Based on the discussion in the text regarding the accuracy of edge estimation, if the average
degree deg is close to 4 (with the same deviation a, e.g., 0 < a < 0.2), then the estimator for
the number of edges of the graph Ǧ and Ĝ are:

Ě(v0, e) = Ě(e) =
(bdegc − 1

) · e2

(1− a)2w2

Ê(v0, e) = Ê(e) =
(ddege+ 1

) · e2

(1 + a)2w2

Then, the edge estimation error satisfies the following property:

0 ≤ Error[Ẽ] ≤ max
{∣∣∣Ě(v0, e)− Ẽ(v0, e)

∣∣∣
Ẽ(v0, e)

,

∣∣∣Ê(v0, e)− Ẽ(v0, e)
∣∣∣

Ẽ(v0, e)

}

Therefore, the edge estimation error bounds have as follows:
∣∣∣Ě(v0, e)− Ẽ(v0, e)

∣∣∣
Ẽ(v0, e)

=

∣∣∣∣∣
Ě(v0, e)

Ẽ(v0, e)
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣

(bdegc − 1
) · e2

(1−a)2w2

deg · e2

w2

− 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣
bdegc − 1

deg(1− a)2
− 1

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣Ê(v0, e)− Ẽ(v0, e)

∣∣∣
Ẽ(v0, e)

=

∣∣∣∣∣
Ê(v0, e)

Ẽ(v0, e)
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣

(ddege+ 1
) · e2

(1+a)2w2

deg · e2

w2

− 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣
ddege+ 1

deg(1 + a)2
− 1

∣∣∣∣

Thus, we have:

0 ≤ Error[Ẽ] ≤ max
{ ∣∣∣∣

ddege+ 1
deg(1 + a)2

− 1
∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣
bdegc − 1

deg(1− a)2
− 1

∣∣∣∣
}

and this completes the proof.

As an example of checking these bounds, we can take the UN network, which is an almost
regular uniform graph with a = 0.2 and deg = 3.992. According to the theorem, we have:

Error[Ñ ] ≤ max
{ ∣∣∣∣

d3.992e+ 1
3.992(1 + 0.2)

− 1
∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣
b3.992c − 1

3.992(1− 0.2)
− 1

∣∣∣∣
}

= max{0.044, 0.374} = 37.4%

Error[Ẽ] ≤ max
{ ∣∣∣∣

d3.992e+ 1
3.992(1 + 0.2)2

− 1
∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣
b3.992c − 1

3.992(1− 0.2)2
− 1

∣∣∣∣
}

= max{0.130, 0.217} = 21.7%

Indeed, Figure 11 shows that for the whole e-range spectrum, the node and edge estimation
errors remain under 20% for the Global Method’s formulae.
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